ID Matrix

**************************************************************************
*********
/*
/* <C_Program> ENCDEC.C
/*
/*
/* <Header> This is just a pass-thru layer to allow us
to keep the old 'encdec.h' interface, then
inside here we decide whether to call the
Convolutional Code (CCENCDEC.H/C) or the
Reed-Solomon Code (RSENC.H/C,RSDEC.H/C).
/*
/*
/* <Component_Name> Data Matrix C Host Interface
/*
/*
/* <Company> International Data Matrix
/* <Address> 28050 U.S. 19 N.
 /* Clearwater, FL 34621
/* <Phone> (813) 725-9000
/*
/*
/* <Data_Rights_and_History>
/* Use governed by Data Matrix License Agreement.
/* Copyright 1989-1993
/* International Data Matrix, Inc.
/* All Rights Reserved.
/*
/* U.S. Patent Nos.
/* ** 4,939,354 ** 5,053,609 **
/* ** 5,124,536 ** 5,126,542 **
and others pending.
/* International patents issued and pending.
/*
**************************************************************************/